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MINUTES  

Saturday April 18, 2015 
 
 
A. Call to Order –At 12:00 PM. The food came in early in a bowl. Heidi Pham ordered the food. The 

food selection was chicken teriyaki. There were 10 bowls on the table, exactly as the number of 
attendees.  

 
 
B. Roll Call (Sign-In Sheets) The attendees were: Nicole Tran, Minh Hoang, Phuong Pham, Myrna 

Bravo, Patric Mitchell, [the guest], Tho Phan, Heidi Pham, Mai Huynh, Kim Hien Nguyen, 
Vivian Nguyen,  

 
 

C.  Announcement: Heidi Pham wrote on the board the names of the members who would do the          
carpool. There were two cars to  

 Carpool Heidi’s and Myrna’s car. I took four members with me and Heidi also the same. 
  
 
D.  Minutes: There was no minute approval. We were excited about the trip to Stanford Museum. The 

minutes were forgotten.   
 
 
E.  Each one was given a map going to Stanford Museum. Just in case we lost, we have something to 

look at. 
  
 

F.  I did not see any agenda for the trip to Cantor Arts Center, Stanford Museum. We should or we 
should not. 

   
 
G We arrived at Stanford Museum at 2:00 pm. We started looking around. The first thing to look at 

was the picture of Leland Stanford Junior the year 1884. The picture of senior Leland Stanford was 
big in the year 1824. The beautiful Jean Lathrop Stanford was huge in the year 1893. She looked 
like a queen being a rich lady. There was a woman coffin from Egypt in 21st dynasty 1070-945 
B.C. The Tibetian Budhist had six arms and eight arms in 18th century. The China dynasty in gold 
platted in 1368-1644, Vietnam dynasty in 1400-1600, Korea dynasty in1392-1900. The China 19th 
century dragon 1868-1912, New Mexico plate ceramics1930, China bowl in 1890, Italy sorceros in 
1690, Madonna in glory in 1670 and lot more to see. I would like to invite everyone to visit 
Stanford museum. It had a lot of wonders displayed all over the world. At 3:30 pm we got out of the 
museum. At 3:35 we sat on the ground under the shade to eat our own food in a bowl, chicken 
teriyaki late lunch. We formed a circle while watching the guys playing volley ball. At 5:09 pm, we 
arrived at SEIU office at Zanker Road. I brought back the girls safely and sound. This trip was 
wonderful. The first time I visited the museum in a long time. Probably the girls enjoyed it too the 
same thing as I do. 

  
 


